The Cogan Currier
Recent Trips to Bush
Alaska

Pastor Gil Nantes Interprets in Spanish as
Wade teaches

Classes Now In Spanish
AKSOM has begun teaching
classes in Spanish. So far there
have been two classes, Life of
Christ and Personal Evangelism.
Students were very enthusiastic
as they began their classes
leading to credentialing with the
Alaska Ministry Network.
The Spanish curriculum was
provided by the New York
District School of Ministry and
we are teaching the class with
Pastor Gill Nantes interpreting in
Spanish for the students.

I had the opportunity to
travel to both Togiak and
Dillingham in Bush Alaska
during February to teach three
classes. It was a real treat for me
to visit with Joseph and Lucy
Andrews, the pastors at Togiak,
for three days before flying to
Dillingham to teach the third
class where Pastor Debbie and
Dave Milligan are working.

Trip To
CHINA
For those of you who missed
it in our Christmas letter, I've
been invited to join a couple
traveling to the city of Chengdu
in southern China in June. Phil
and Rebecca are AKSOM
students completing their
ordination courses and Rebecca
was born and raised there.
We have been preparing
classes complete with Power
Points in Mandarin to facilitate
student learning. People meet in
homes for Bible study and prayer
with usually no more that 10 at a
time. Phil and Rebecca will be
introducing me to the groups
which will help me to build
trusting relationships even more
quickly.

Joseph & Lucy Andrews from Togiak
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This seems to be an "open
door" which may allow for the
furtherance of the Gospel in an
area of great need and also help
fulfill a dream of mine which has
been dormant for many years.
We realize that many of you
who support us on a regular basis
do so sacrificially. However, if
the Lord speaks to you about a
"one time" gift to help with the
China trip, US Missions has set
up an account for gifts toward
these expenses. The account
number is 2172229 (Class 60,
June Trip to China) and you
may send your gifts to:
US Missions
Assemblies of God
1445 North Boonville Ave
Springfield, MO 65802
To complete the budget for
the trip, I still need $2,500. Just
25 people giving $100 or 50
people giving $50 and our goal is
met. Once again we say thank
you for all you do for missions.

Note from Susan
As you can see we have
been busy as usual with more to
come. I am working hard so that
while Wade is in China I will
have time to spend with
Constance, our granddaughter,
who will be coming for a visit. I
will have her all to myself for the
last two weeks of June, then will
have to share her with Grandpa
when he returns, with great
stories I am sure.

PRAYER REQUESTS:
Please Pray that. . .
Wade & Susan Cogan
US Missionaries to Alaska
Missions Account # 2172229

 finances will come in for the trip to China.
 the lord will prepare the hearts of the Chinese
people.
 we may reach more villages in bush Alaska.
 students will be encouraged as they prepare for
ministry.
 revival and growth in Alaskan churches.

Wade & Susan Cogan
Missionaries to Alaska
18028 Teklanika Dr.
Eagle River, AK 99577
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